Welcome IT and Internet Jockey Truth Trooper
Thank you for volunteering your special skills and connections to help
in our upcoming campaign to end the fraudulent and unconstitutional
application of the income tax to labor. With your help we can succeed.
The Internet is a vital and powerful tool and plays a large part in our
campaign to give the IRS and the federal government a Truth Attack. So,
your skills and knowledge are vital to our success.
We, of course, ask that you participate in all Truth Attack activities,
including letter writing and other actions all of us will be taking as described
in your Kombat Kit. But we also need your help in maximizing the benefit
of the internet in getting this issue to the fore of the public's awareness.
A list of things you can and must do to advance the campaign:
 Enter forum threads in as many sites, forums, etc., as you can conveying

The Message: There is No Law! and My Wages Are Not Income
(For Nothing)!;

NOTE:

STAY ON MESSAGE!

DO NOT

AUGMENT WITH OTHER THEORIES OR LEGAL POINTS THAT
CAN ONLY DILUTE THE MESSAGE!
 Create and post blogs conveying the message and incorporating links to

the website, TruthAttack.org;
 Create music or text driven videos with a patriotic theme and

encouraging the and slide shows to post on Google, You-Tube, etc.
(please send any postings to IT@TruthAttack.org);
 Create comical and inspirational cartoons and animations and send them

to IT@TruthAttack.org for distribution to all T-Troopers to be showered
into the internet;
 Any Internet activities you know of that would promote the message and

generate public discussion (uproar) that we are too Internet ignorant to
ask you about;
 In your blogging and messaging, always use the terms set out in your

Kombat Kit;
 Report your activities to TA so we will have some idea of what is going

on and how it does or does not effect the traffic to the website.
We are grateful to have you on the team. With your help we will
succeed.

